Making Artistic Choices
Buffalo State Art Teacher Candidate: Rachel Drenkhahn
Elementary Art

Lesson #1: Making Artist Choices, Making Still Lifes, & Taking Photos
Photographers are a type of artists who capture moments in time. Contemporary
artist, Jamie Beck was born in the United States of America, but now lives in
France. She creates still lifes with flowers from her garden or food in her kitchen,
in order to remember what things were like when she created the artwork. Jamie
Beck has been creating still life’s while she is safe at home.
Can you define…
PhotographerStill Life-

Explorers are people who travel to different places to discover what is there and
are people who investigate different things to see what they can do.
Contemporary artist, Andy Goldsworthy was born in the United Kingdom, but now
works in Scotland. He is sculptor and photographer who creates still life
arrangements of natural objects, which become ephemeral sculptures that he
photographs.
Can you define…
EphemeralSculpture-

Artists are explorers!
Can you circle the United State, the United Kingdom, and France on the map?
Mark an X on a place that you would like to go and explore some day!

Below are some of Beck’s and Goldsworthy’s work. In the boxes, describe what
you see.
In Beck’s work, I see…

In Beck’s work, I see…

In Goldsworthy’s work, I see…

It’s Time for an Art Challenge! MAKE ARTISTIC CHOICES TAKE ARTISTIC
PHOTOS!
1. Create a theme for your still life…
a. Food
b. Flowers
c. School materials
d. Toys
e. Clothes
2. Choose 5-7 objects related to your theme from inside or outside of your
home. Be sure you have permission to use them!

3. Arrange them into a variety of purposeful compositions and take your
picture of each from various angles before you move things around.
4. Choose your favorite and write a sentence about your theme and your
composition.
5. Theme: A central focus for a work of art
6. Composition: The ways things are arranged in a work of art
Good luck with your artistic choices!

Still Lives ~ Part Two

Be sure to share your work with your art teacher, family, and friends!

Lesson #2: Making Artistic Choices, Making Artistic Drawings, & Choosing Colors

My Still Life photograph looked like this! My theme was family and
each item represents someone in my family.
JAMIE BECK photographs her still lifes with a camera, but lots of
artists create a still life and then draw and paint them.
Maybe you have heard of the artist Vincent van Gogh who created
many still life paintings!
This still life painting is a pretty big deal! It’s called SUNFLOWERS

What do you notice about
Sunflowers?__________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

COLORS can show emotions or feelings in an artwork. How do colors make
you feel?

Yellow makes me feel

Blue makes me feel

_____________________

_____________________

_

_

Each color can come in a variety of
different SHADES. Shades are how
light or dark a color is.

IT’S TIME FOR AN ART CHALLENGE!
Draw a part of all of your still life and use color show how you are feeling. Choose an object that
might symbolize how you feel. After you draw your object, choose ONE COLOR in a variety of
different SHADES to further show how you are feeling. We call this a monochromatic color scheme.
It means one color.
EXPLAIN YOUR ARTISTIC CHOICES!
I drew _______________________ because,
_____________________________________
I colored it in shades of _____________,
because I am feeling____________________
I drew tree branches because trees are
strong and I colored them in shades of
blue because I am feeling calm.

Good luck with your artistic choices!
Be sure to share your work with your art teacher, family, and friends!

Lesson #3: Making Artistic Choices to Spread Cheer

Over the past two months many families are staying home to slow the spread of
COVIC-19. One way that people are showing support for one another while
following social distancing guidelines is by putting rainbows in their windows. This
trend started in Europe, but has traveled around the world. Rainbows are a great
way to spread a little cheer!
A rainbow is made when sunlight shines through water droplets, creating an
arch of colors.
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Indigo

Violet
In art we use a COLOR WHEEL to better understand the rainbow. Let’s review the
color wheel, and color it in!

PRIMARY colors are the colors that cannot be made from other colors. In fact,
these three colors make up ALL of the other colors in the color wheel.
Primary colors include….
RED

YELLOW

BLUE

SECONDARY colors are made when you mix two PRIMARY colors together.
Secondary colors include….
____________________ _______________________ ___________________
TERTIARY colors are made by mixing equal parts of one PRIMARY colors with one
SECONDARY color.
Can you fill in the blanks below?
____________________+_______________________=___________________
____________________+_______________________=___________________
____________________+_______________________=___________________

Have you ever heard of collage?
Collage is a type of art that uses lots of different materials like paper stuck together to make a
work of art. Artists can make a collage from paper, magazines, photographs, fabric, etc.

Nancy Standlee is a contemporary artist living in Texas. She creates collages from pieces of
paper such a maps, magazines, books, and stamps.

IT’S TIME FOR AN ART CHALLENGE
Spread some cheer in our communities by creating a colorful collage to hang in
your window or outside. Here’s what you will need…. Old newspapers, magazines,
and/or scrap papers. Scissors, glue, pencil, a piece of paper for the background.
(Make sure you ask your parents first, so you don’t accidentally cut up something
they are still reading)
Get started: Decide what you want to make that is colorful. You could do a
rainbow, but you could also do flowers, butterflies, balloons, snow cones, or
anything else that is colorful and could bring cheer to your community. Then draw
it in your paper.
Next- Go through your paper, magazine, etc. and cut out lots of colors to use to
make your collage.
Then- Start gluing your pieces of paper into your drawing. You may need to cut
your shapes down smaller.
Here is my example…

Good luck with your artistic choices!
Be sure to share your work with your art teacher, family, and friends!

Lesson #4: Making Artistic Choices in a Surreal Garden

Now that you’ve brought some color and cheer to your
community, now let’s make a Surreal Garden!
What is SURREALISM?
Surrealism was an art movement that captured ideas differently than real life and
more dream-like! Want to learn a little more?
Check out, this lobster knows his stuff…
https://youtu.be/1YE_Zas-A5A

Salvador Dali was a Spanish Surrealist artist. Maybe you recognize his mustache?
Like the lobster in the video explained that Dali was known for his art that looked
like scenes from a strange dream!

This piece here is called “The Persistence of Memory”
What are some of the things that you notice about this piece?

What do you think a garden might look like to a surrealist?
Here are two more examples
by artists Salvador Dali. What
do you notice about these
flowers?
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
_

This piece by an
unknown artist
shows flowers
made out of
electrical plugs.
How interesting!
What are some similarities between the
Electric Flowers and Dali’s flowers?

What are some differences between the
Electric Flowers and Dali’s flowers?

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

IT’S TIME FOR AN ART CHALLENGE

Collect any ordinary objects around your house and arrange them to look like flowers. You can anything
that might look like a flower. Here is an example...

We already learned that artists use observation skills to look at things closely and find details.
What common things do you observe in this garden??? Can you find all eight?
1.__________________________

2.___________________________

3.__________________________

4.___________________________

5.__________________________

6.___________________________

7.__________________________

8.___________________________

I created a collage using all found objects! Now, it is your turn! Create a surreal
garden using anything around your house that you are allowed to use. When you
are done take a photo of your artwork and return all of your objects to where you
found them so you don’t get in any trouble.
Good luck with your artistic choices!
Be sure to share your work with your art teacher, family, and friends!

Lesson #5: Making Artistic Choices in a Creative Weaving

Weaving
Weaving is one of the oldest crafts known to mankind. 12,000 years ago, people would weave
branches and twigs together to create shelters or
baskets.
Check out this basket made from branches

Weaving is one of the main ways that we make
fabric today! Vertical threads are known as the
WARP, while the horizontal threads are the WEFT.
Today, we primarily use machines to weave the
fabric for our clothes, but weaving can be done by
hand too!

Artist and craftswoman, Janis Rozentals, keeps the tradition of hand weaving alive
by making and selling beautiful scarves.

IT’S TIME FOR AN ART CHALLENGE
Check out this video that shows you how to create a weaving!
https://youtu.be/LleRtTPkzrA
Supplies:
•
•
•
•
•

Cardboard 7in x 7in
Scissors
Pencil
Strips of paper: Choose wisely and be creative. You can use construction paper,
newspaper, magazine pages, wrapping paper, foil, or anything else you can think of.
Tape

Instructions:
1. Measure and cut out a cardboard square approximately 7in x 7in. An old cereal box
works great for this!
2. Cut 9-inch strips of paper that are longer than your square.
3. Arrange the stripes of paper (left to right) on your table so they are touching and are as
wide as your cardboard
4. Lay the cardboard over your paper strips in the center
5. Fold one side over and tape it to the back of the cardboard
6. Arrange more paper strips vertically (up and down)
7. Place your cardboard in the middle of these new paper strips
8. Fold and tape
9. You should have paper strips taped to two sides…
10. Turn the project over so that the strips running up and down are over the cardboard and
the strips going left to right are opened to the side
11. Weave the strips that go from left to right (WEFT) in and out of the strips that run up
and down (WARP)
12. Secure the ends of paper by folding them over the cardboard and taping them in the
back like you did in the beginning
- And you have yourself a weaving. If you choose, you can draw patterns or
pictures on top of your weaving or leave it as it is.

Good luck with your artistic choices!
Be sure to share your work with your art teacher, family, and friends!

Lesson #6: Making Artistic Choices in an Art Journal

Art Journaling
An art journal, or artist's journal, is a book kept by an artist as a visual, and sometimes
verbal, record of thoughts and ideas. Art journals generally combine
visual journaling and writing, to create finished pages. Every imaginable style, media
and technique are used by art journalists. They are a great place to explore!

IT’S TIME FOR AN ART CHALLENGE!
You are the artist so you start by making artistic choices
related to materials, ideas, techniques, etc. You can use
anything you learned in these lessons in your journal!
If you need ideas to get you started try starting with: a word or phrase
that is meaningful to you; your favorite song lyric, poem, or famous quote;
or even a feeling! Then choose some material and explore! There is no
right or wrong in art or in art journaling!

Google image search
“Art Journaling” for
inspiration or watch
this video:
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Here is my example. I chose the word cell. I used tissue paper, some brown paper that came
in a shipping box, construction paper that I splattered paint on, and some doodles to create
an abstract collage related to cells in our body. See there is no right or wrong! Just do it!

